Daily Intentions

Daily Intentions is a collection of intuitively written meditations that offers the reader a gentle,
spiritual, and thoughtful approach in dealing with everyday problems, difficult emotions, and
the high-tech stressors common to us all. Each daily entry reveals an insight accompanied by a
simple, spiritual, practical solution or a universal truth that can be easily understood by
anyone. Every word in Daily Intentions has been divinely inspired and will, in turn, inspire
those who read the book, whether they are beginning spiritual seekers, well-seasoned seekers
who are already traveling a spiritual path, or those that maintain no particular belief in any
Primary Universal Source. The daily entries may serve as a reminder of what the reader
already knows deep within his or her soul, as well as offer ways to rediscover their own truth
by using the simple techniques suggested in much of the book. Most of the techniques are
short meditations and holistic approaches, experientially tested and proven, not only by the
author, but also by millions of others throughout history.
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Intentions help us gain clarity. They are tools for maintaining balance and order, tools to help
you connect with the spiritual being within and. Daily intentions: These, to me, are very
different than affirmations. I like to wake each day and focus on one area that I can excel or
accomplish.
Setting intentions for the day is a powerful tool to living a positive lifestyle. Here is how you
can go about choosing intentions that are personal. Daily intentions can help you do that. They
also provide a roadmap and reminder for how to live out each day. Intentions give you
purpose, as well as the inspiration and motivation to achieve your purpose. The practice of
setting daily intentions can change your life. Jul 25, These are my daily intentions and
blissiplines. These pins help me stay focused on living with integrity and reaching my life
purpose to live.
Move your goals closer by setting intentions that compliment them. If you want to grow your
business, set financial, sales or strategic goals, and then set daily intentions that explain how
you want to feel along the way. Write your daily intentions down each morning.
Creating a daily intention journal is a hot topic right now in the scheduling and planning
community. So Forge set out on a mission to figure out.
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